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1Introduction of spatial, optical coherence in astrophysics.
Jacques Moret-Bailly
Abstract.
Coherent, collinear, Raman interactions of a perfectly, temporally incoherent ray with  low pressure 
cold H gas “redshift” ray frequencies and heats background radiation. In space, quasar radiated UV 
light pumps H atoms by Lyman alpha absorptions, thus redshifts light until previously absorbed 
Lyman beta or gamma line reaches alpha frequency. Redshift may slowly restart by Lyman beta 
absorption. This redshift is an alternative of Hubble’s law, by which many strange hypothesis (dark 
matter and energy ...) are not anymore needed.
1-Introduction.
In 1917, Einstein showed that propagation of light in a low pressure pure gas is spatially coherent. 
This means that a light beam propagating at a resonant frequency in a low pressure gas generates 
and  amplifies dipoles  with  equal  phases  in  wave  surfaces, increasing their  quadratic  energy 
emission.  In  other  directions,  there  is  no  coherence  of  emissions.  Superradiance,  emitted 
perpendicular to wave surfaces becomes generally into other directions super-absorption. Huygens’s 
theory is complicated !
2 - Redshifts  in quasar spectra.
2.1- H atoms produce so-called “cosmological redshifts”.
2.1.1 Karlsson formula.
The proof of this title results from many equivalent observations of quantized redshifts which lead 
to H spectrum : for instance superposition of lines of H having different redshifts (Petitjean [1]). 
Burbidge[2] and Karlsson [3,4] studied redshifts  (relative frequency shifts)   of light emitted by 
stars. Karlsson's formula shows that redshifts are often quantized, with values given by formula 
Z(n)= nK, where n is an integer of serie 3, 4, 6, ..., and K is Karlsson's constant 0.062. 
 This result for n=3 or 4 is verified using Rydberg's formula: 
Z(β,α) = (νβ−να)/να = [(1-1/32)-(1-1/22)]/(1-1/22) ] ~ 5/27 ~ 0.1852 ~ 3*0.0617;
 
 Z(γ,α) = (νγ−να)/να = [(1-1/42)-(1-1/22)]/(1-1/22) ]  = 1/4 = 0,25 = 4*0.0625. 
The simplest explanation of these quantized redshift is: A redshift stops, (so that sharp gas lines  
are visibly absorbed) if an absorbed line reaches Lyman alpha frequency: Thus redshift requires  
Lyman alpha absorption.  However, spectra show that redshift restarts slowly as long as it is  
energy at Lyman beta  frequency, absorption of which produces a weak redshift.
2.1.2 – Gas absorption spectra in quasars.
To compute the frequencies of lines absorbed while redshifts stop in a gas of mainly H atoms:
- i) Compute the spectrum of all molecules able to absorb light.
- ii) Search the lowest absorbed frequency νσ larger than να . It may be absorbed by any molecule. If 
it fails, exit.
2- iii) Multiply all spectrum frequencies by  να /νσ  .
- iv) return to ii)
In  this first approximation, frequencies  are multiplied by  a constant, as in a Doppler redshift. To 
obtain a better result, it is necessary to multiply the result by a dispersion function, close to 1.
 2.2 Mechanism of redshifts.
2.2.1 Emissions of light in collisionless gas.
Free molecules in a  very  low pressure gas cannot emit light  without an external  excitation as a 
resonant  electromagnetic  field,  or  an  accidental  collision.  Thus,  molecules  excited  in  high 
atmosphere by solar wind of electrons and protons, are only d-excited when an accidental collision 
between two molecules initiates a light emission, then an enormous amplification which produces a 
polar flare, a polar aurora. This is also observed during degassing of a vacuum bell by high voltage 
electrical currents. 
2.2.2  Coherent light-gas interactions.
A lot  of  experiments  show coherent  exchanges  of energy between laser  beams,  for instance to 
exchange energy between ordinary and extraordinary rays in crystals, or in an optical fiber. These 
exchanges are qualified  “Coherent Raman”. 
Star light is white, perfectly temporally incoherent: studied by traditional spectrometers, it contains 
all light frequencies  without phases correlations.
Interstellar gas is often made of collisionless H atoms, temperature of which being roughly between 
~3500K  and  ~40000K.  H  atoms,  mainly  in  their  ground  state,  are  pumped  by  Lyman  alpha 
absorption to a 2P1/2 or 2P3/2 state.
Interactions of light with very low pressure H atoms are spatially coherent (Einstein 1917). In an 
excited gas, the atoms located on a wave surface of an exciting ray emit energy by a Huygens  
process, amplifying possibly the previously existing ray. Thus, exciting ray is amplified without 
disorders produced by an emission by collision.
A quantum q at any frequency of a stellar light beam in optical domain may excite an atom in a 2P 
state, subtracting by Raman interaction, from its energy q, a quantum hν at a resonance frequency in 
2P  (ν=10.9  GHz  for  fine  structure  transition  2P1/2→2P3/2 ,  or  ν=1,06  GHz  for  Lamb  shift 
2P1/2→2S1/2 ). Shifted frequency q/h -ν may amplify a frequency of the ray because all frequencies 
exist  in  the  stellar  ray of  white  light.  Energy absorbed by atoms  is  transferred  to  background 
radiation, so that entropy increases. 
Variation of frequency of quantum is of the order of 1 GHz, like the hash noise of thermal light. 
Thus, interaction with a single atom cannot be observed. But a lot of interactions reduce 
visibly  all  spectral  frequencies.  This  reduction   has  a  chromatic  dispersion  because  the 
probability of interaction depends on frequency of quantum q.
2.2.3  Hubble law.
3Hubble law does not evaluate distances of sources, but the column density of atomic hydrogen in 2P 
states. Hot stars generate much UV radiation able to pump H atoms to 2P state. Thus usual Hubble 
law increases distances.
Spiral galaxies become less distant, smaller, stable without dark matter.
Hot stars inflate bubbles in maps of galaxies …
3. Quasar spectra.
3.1. Propagation of light in atomic hydrogen.
Lyman alpha absorption by H atoms described in section 2,  generates H2P atoms able to redshift 
spectral frequencies of stars.
As in a polar aurora, an accidental emission initialized, for instance,  by an accidental collision of 
atoms, produces a superradiant flare observable close to the quasar. Superradiance results from a 
coupling of  dipoles by incident  light,  increasing quadratic  energy emission.  In most  directions, 
incoherence of these interactions generates a super matter-absorption which, for instance, led to use 
pink rubies in laser sources, allowing a propagation of a fraction of exciting light to axis of ruby 
cylinder, thus a laser emission in this axis.
This relaxation process of flare emissions is stable enough to absorb strongly observed quasar light 
at equidistant distances in spectrum generated by the redshifts: It is a “Lyman forest”.
This process stops when redshift pushes a previously absorbed line to alpha frequency (section 2).
3.2. Propagation of light close to quasars.
Only a few words:  is not in topic of this paper, but optical coherence seems useful.
The interactions of light in relatively dense regions are variable:  For instance, in “noisy quasars”, it  
seems that a system similar to an Heaviside region is source of electromagnetic emissions. 
In very dense regions of star,  hydrogen atoms seem bound by pressure into crystal  like media, 
allowing coherent exchanges of energy between X rays as inside the Sun … 
4. Strömgren’s regions : Overview of matter-light interactions around 
stars and planets.
Stars emit “stellar winds” mainly made of protons and electrons. Expansion of this gas cools it, 
generating excited hydrogen atoms on a “Strömgren’s sphere”. 
Free protons and electrons do not interact with light. Thus, light does not interact with matter inside 
the sphere, except close to planets.
In a “Strömgren’s shell”, outside Strömgren’s sphere, density of gas, thus spectroscopic absorption 
parameters  are  decreasing functions  of  distance  r  to  center  of  star.  Thus,  rays  have the  largest 
4interaction with excited gas if they are tangent to Strömgren’s sphere: they show limbs of sphere 
which may be  so weak that they are detected by amplification of light of background stars,  or so  
strong that an efficient competition of modes splits the circles into sets of bright points.
Spectroscopy  of these modes is very difficult because there are many types of atoms often very 
excited ...
The most powerful beautiful, varying observed Strömgren’s shell is in SNR1987A: almost all star 
light energy is transferred to ring.   Planets or smaller matter ate energy in an equatorial plane, 
reducing the radius of Strömgren’s sphere in this plane, so that the star had three circular limbs.
5. Conclusion.
The elementary knowledge of spectroscopy of coherent interactions of light with low pressure gas 
avoids  construction of fantastic theories. This paper shows only that there is a great need for work 
to introduce optical coherence in astrophysics.
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